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We understand that as an MGA, finding 
opportunities to maximize organizational 
value is vital. Brokers and carriers demand 
more from you while insureds expect 
exceptional levels of service. 

Patra is a leading technology-enabled 
solution provider for the insurance 
industry, successfully servicing MGAs. By 
being your virtual underwriting assistant, 
leverage our experienced staff with proven 
technologies to support your teams and 
connect with the carriers and agents that 
rely on you.

Let Patra’s processing experts and 
consultants support every component of 
your policy life cycle, from renewal prep to 
policy issuance and everything in between.

☑ Dedicated team, working around 
the clock

☑ Increase top-line revenue 

☑  Standardize workflows

☑ Reduce underwriter workload

☑  Improve process efficiency and 
consistency

☑ Improve customer service

☑ 24-hour coverage

☑ Reduce risk

Patra designed a workflow specific to 
our needs. Our average task processing 
time has decreased by 33%, our annual 
expenses related to outsourced activities 
have decreased roughly by 55%, and 
Patra has helped us realize over $2.2M in 
aggregate expense savings to date. Our 
enhanced profitability has subsequently 
allowed us to accelerate reinvestment 
capital back into our aggressive growth 
initiatives.
Ryan Clarkson 
COO – Atlas General Insurance Services

Insurance Processing for 
MGAs
Support for every part of your organization.

https://www.patracorp.com/solutions/insurance-processing/
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A solution for every part of the P&C policy life cycle.

2,902
INC 5000 Fastest Growing 
Private Company Ranking

250+
U.S. licensed agents in  
P&C across 42 states

200K
Transactions 

completed quarterly 
representing 4x  

year-over-year growth

480+
Total Patra clients 

$1.5M+
Customer Contacts 
Handled Each Year

600+
Dedicated team members 

representing 2.5x  
year-over-year growth 

Patra’s Specialty Division by the Numbers

To learn more, complete the Contact Us 
form on our website.

› Submission Clearance
› Submission Processing
› Binding 
› Invoicing

› Loss Runs
› E-Mail/Mail Indexing
› Audit Billing, Ordering  
  and Processing
› Inspection Reports
› NOC’s, Reinstatements  
  and Non-Renewals
› Accounting Services
› Data Entry

› Renewal Preparation,  
  Solicitation, and Follow Up
› Rating
› Risk Evaluation / Loss  
  Summary 
› Loss Run Ordering
› MVR processing

Our staff is trained on a variety of systems and has extensive experience with the 
services your organization needs. Patra will build a team tailored to your needs 
based on the processes and timing you require. We’ll work with your team to 
streamline workflows and provide documentation, all within your existing insurance 
management system.

› Policy Issuance
› Policy/Endorsement  
  Checking
› Document Retrieval 
› Endorsement Issuing 
› SLA Filing Preparation
› Ex Mod Reporting

https://www.patracorp.com/solutions/insurance-processing/
https://www.patracorp.com/contact-us-5/

